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REETHE FOX! '

' A 92A

WHITE : XL, @£4. COLOURS : L/XL, Black. Brown, Red. Orange. Yellow,
Green. Blue, Turquoise, Purple. Pink, Cerise, Bottle Green. @£4.50..
UNBLEACHED COTTON : XL @£4.50. LONG SLEEVED : Black. Grey, Red,
Purple, Terracotta, Unbleached. @£6, Grey Marl, @£6.$0, SWEAT SHIRTS
: XL, Black, @£8. UNBLEACHED SWEATSHIRTS : XL, @£9. HOODED
SWEATSHIRTS (WITH POCKET), Ash Grey. @£l2.50. Postage : T-Shin, 50p,
Sleeved, 80p. Sweats,£1.30, I-loods.£l.50.
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make cheques payable to LTAIT please give other colour choices.

16 PAGES OF COMIC STRIPS
PLUS

ARTICLES ABOUT HUNT
SABBING FISHING BADGER

BAITING, THE AL.F and more
ALL MONEY RAISED GOES TO

VALE & VALLEYS HUNT
SABOTEURS.
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WELL, here it is, these ‘zines aren't half hard to get
together y'know. Anyway after much postponement,
reformatting, humming and ha-ing SABOTAGE is out.
Hopefully it'll raise a whole stack of cash so that
VALE & VALLEYS sabs can save more lives and throw
more spanners into the hunters‘ works. Thanks are due
to everyone who contributed, ARKANGEL magazine,
YORKSHIRE sabs, all the distributors, H.S.A,
CAMPAIGN AGAINST ANGLING and especially people
whose work we ripped off without being able to find
out who they were - sorry!

COMIC STRIPS I‘ 1992 has witnessed several
page ; significant milestones in the campaign to

FRED FOX by Chris Tflppcndgn abolish the persecution of wild animals
Page 5 in the name of 'sport'. Opposition to

TIII-ITII OR FOIEFEIT And! I“I=mI"8WflY blood sports is rapidly on the increase.
'3' The issue has frequently been a concern

SAM SABER?‘ eb72:°'°' P“°m°"‘ of the media, and it has been established
g by many reputable Polls that at least

ARM w"‘,'i:';fE,§’ Bob Cum 80% of the British public are opposed to
BLQQDQPQRTS by Nick gas; this barbaric practice. Many people were

Page 27 outraged by such revelations as the
BE OUR FRIEND by Lynn + Maggie undercover film of the cruelty of the

Quorn hunt (a familiar sight to anyone
AIIIICI-I33 =' who has been sabbing). Much anger and

Page 3 sadness was also generated by _the tragic
INRODUCTION death of animal-rights activist, Mike

Hill. Even the House of Commons came
VALE 3, yM_1_Eyg within a whisker of voting to ban all

Page 7 hunting with dogs-the Bill being lost by
WHAT'S INVOLVED IN HUNT SABOTAG only 12 votes. Yet clearly M.P‘s are not

P381! 3 fairly representing the voice of the
THE CASE AGAINST HUNTING people. If we are to act for the lives of

Page 2° animals now, we must look beyond the
TI:,EgE0I£:CE frustrating confines of the Parliamentary

HUNTING mo THE LAW "°"a- _ _ _
page ;; Whilst it looks as if we are slowly

BADGER BAITING gaining ground, this is not a time to rest
Page 25 on our laurels. It's more important than

ANGLI!NGlF2l6SHlNG ever now that we continue to disrupt
'3‘ bloodsports through a persistent

“LEN; SUIZSERING campaign of non-violent direct action,
age and that we fight against all forms ofAB TA E . . .S O G &|>:gI:lM;;L UBERATION animal abuse, with the ultimate Ob_|6CllVC

HOW YOU CAN HELP I of creating a society where animals and
Page 30 humans alike are respected. To do so, we

CONTACTS need Xfljlfl help and participation!

VALE & VALLEYS SABS, c/0 Students Against Bloodsports, Student Union Building, Park Place, Cardiff, U-K

2 - 25.
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Each year in Britain about 200 hunts
kill about 20,000 foxes. A further 180
hunts kill hares, deer and mink. In
addition, nearly half a million people
shoot wild animals and an estimated 3
million more people go fishing.

The Hunt Saboteurs Association
(HSA) was formed in direct response to
such suffering inflicted upon our
wildlife, and is made up of many groups
nationwide. The Vale and Valleys Hunt
Saboteurs operate largely in the South
Wales area, and is dedicated in the fight
to save wildlife
wherever it is threatened, harrassed or
mutilated in the name of ‘sport’ or under
the guise of ‘conservation’ or ‘pest
control‘. All groups which are run
through the HSA are committed to non-
violent direct action, using tactics which
do not harm animals or humans in any
way.

Whilst we actively oppose all
bloodsports, the majority of our actions
are directed against fox hunting. There
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are currently 20 fox hunts operatin in
South Wales, each with an average paci of
40 dogs (bred for stamina, |1g_t_ speed -or
the chase would be over too quickly! )
Most sabs take place on Saturdays during
the main hunting season, and the Vale
and Valleys often team up with groups
from Cardiff University and the
Polytechnic of Wales. Each of the fox
hunts in South Wales have varying
reputations - the Pentyrch fox hunt, for
example, are well known for their troop
of rather violent heavies, whilst the
Monmouthshire hunt seem to enjoy
standing around chatting to usl (meaning
less time spent actually hunting). liach
hunt has different ‘success’ rates when it
comes to catching foxes, and this is taken
into account when considering the best
tactics to be employed duritig ii iiiih.
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HSA members have developed non-
violent tactics for sabotaging all
bloodsports so that the hunted animal
can escape. v

The main tactics used are as follows:

l. 
These can be used to great effect in

controlling and directing hounds. But
great care must be taken to ensure that
hounds are l1.§_lL.¢_L Pulled onto roads,
railway lines or anything else that may
cause injury or death to them or anybody.
If in doubt of your ability to control the,
don't take them away completely. For
maximum effect only one person should
blow the hom or call hounds at any time,
thus imitating the huntsman or whipper-
in. It's useful to be able to recognise the
various communication calls - gone to
ground, gone away etc. - but tactically
the most important calls are those which
control the hounds.

Voice calls can be used to similar
effect. “Come Come" voice calls for
example can be used to pull the hounds
out of a covert. Attention should be paid
to individual hound names too, since they
respond to these in much the same way as
a domestic dog. When used in conjunction
with the right horn and voice calls, these
are extremely effective.

It's quite tricky getting the right
notes out of a hunting horn - the first few
tries will probably only produce some
strange fatty noisesl Don't give up - keep
practising.

2.SBRAY_$.
To help mask the scent of a hunted

animal, and distract the hounds, a garlic
based spray is sometimes used. These
sprays are of course totally harmless,
despite scent myths put around by
hutiters that they burn or blind hounds.

They are not sprayed in peoples faces.
And hunt saboteurs were not responsible
for the spraying of the Cardiff Asda
vegetable store, as alleged by the South
Wales police 1991.

Recently some experienced saboteurs
have questioned the effectiveness of
sprays, contending that their use only
serves to inform the huntsman -which line
the fox took. To counteract this, however,
groups of people can spread out and
spray like there's no more garlic
tomorrow, so that the huntsman doesn't
know which line you are covering up.

3-B5123
These are taken out on hunts to be

used in exactly the same way as the
'whipper-in’ (a hunt official) use theirs
ie. to control the hounds. A word of
caution - take care when using whips,
many sabs have been arrested doing sol

Further tactics are sometimes
employed, such as the beating of woods in
the early morning to drive away the
foxes. Fox earths can be emptied of the
debris thrust into them by the hunt
terrier men to prevent the fox seeking
refuge. Or false trails can be laid before
the hunt arrives, using fresh fox bedding
and the like.

Don't be put off by these seemingly
complex tactics. Experienced saboteurs
are present on sabs and can guide
novices. Eventually the facets of sabotage
will become familiar - the most
important basic rule to remember is that
you should never panic!

_For further details of tactics, please
write to:

The Tactics Officer -
c/0 H.S.A.
P.O. Box 87,
Exeter EX4 3TX
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The Case Against Hunting

Whilst most people instinctively feel
repulsed by the idea of chasing and
killing wild animals for fun, it's
obviously useful to be aware of the basic
arguments against hunting. So here's an
outline of a fairly typical pro/anti
argument:

Hunter: “Look I have ti perfect legal
right to hunt wild animals. You're
infringing upon my personal liberty by
prfiilriinting me from exercising my free
wt " -

Sab: "Yes, you may have a legal right to
hunt, but this certainly doesn't imply
any [|]_Q_|'_|_|_ rights. As far as we're
concerned, all sentient beings have
rights to life, liberty and natural
enjoyment. We cannot simply assume
superiority over other animals just
because they're different from us, just as
whites cannot assume superiority over
blacks because they're different. As for
your idea of ‘liberty’, you seem to miss
the point. Surely you ought exercise
your own personal liberty only up to the
point where it does not infringe upon

1

' 

,-

-I— I
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fl-

anothers’ personal liberty. By killing
other animals, you're violating this
simple principle. A murderer, for
example, would be in the same category.
No-one attempted to defend the Yorkshire
Ripper on the grounds that he was simply
exercising his free will!"

Hunter: “That's all very well, but don't
forget that foxes kill lambs and chickens
- how about fl1ej_r_ right to life?"

Sab: “Foxes may very occassionally take
lambs and chickens, but this is
necessary for its’ own survival. The fox
can make no moral decisions - we can.
Furthermore, when farmers complain of
lambs supposedly taken by foxes, they
are concerned only of their profit
margins rather than the value of the
lambs themselves. The lambs are there
specifically to be slaughtered for human
consumption - and unlike foxes, humans
have no need to eat other animals in
order to survive. Your sudden concern
for lambs just isn't convincing."

Hunter: "Look, you can't deny that foxes
are pests. By hunting we keep their
populations low, and so control the pest
problem. If we didn't, the country would
be overridden with foxes."

:5‘!

/I?’

=-k

._-vi!’-7|/'I"\-.

Ja.Ill""'Nh“"-“-Vi_._f-18!!
Sttb: "Actually, you've got your facts
wrong. For a start, naturalists have
proved that the fox is not a pest. They
are clearly not pests to the majority of
farmers because most farmers either
grow crops or keep cattle, and foxes eat
neither of these! Further, over 95% of
poultry is gut of the foxes reach in

factory farm concentration camps. When
foxes are seen in lambing fields, the fox
is simply scavenging for dead and dying
lambs, and for after-births. ' Even the
Ministry of Agriculture has officially
declared that the fox is "of no significant
threat to livestock". Studies show that
even by f_1[_m_e_|'_sl estimates, only one in
two hundred lambs falls victim to a fox,
whereas between l0% and 24% of lambs
die from hypothermia, malnutrition or
disease. If farmers were that concerned,
they would, for example, take steps to
protect lambs from the cold. According
to a survey undertaken by Oxford
University, the average farmer thought he
lost just two lambs per year to foxes! In
fact, foxes even do farmers a favour,
since they eat what are considered to be
vermin - rabbits, rats, voles etc.“

Hunter: "Ah, but the reason why the fox
isn't a pest is precisely because it has
been controlled by hunters."

Sab: "C‘mon, you know that the hunt is
not and never was meant to be ti form of
pest control. This was recently invented
to counter the protests of opponents to
killing animals for fun. The numbers of
foxes killed by hunters do not begin to
compare with the numbers despatched by
road accidents. It has been shown that
fox numbers are unaffected by "control"
methods, and that in areas of high
persecution, more vixens are fertile and
litter sizes higher than in areas of little
or no persecution, so actual numbers of
foxes remain the same. Also, where a
vacuum occurs in one area, other foxes
will simply move in to fill it. According
to research undertaken by Bristol
University, it was found that foxhunts
kill 2.5% of the fox popu!ation,whereas
fox populations can survive an annual
mortality rate of up to 70% and still
recover! So it is clear that 20,000 foxes
die annually for no other reason than
“sport".“

Hunter: "Nevertheless, you've got to
admit that foxhunting is part of a great
British tradition. It's part of our
heritage, and would be sorely missed if
abolished.”

Sab: “For a start, I very much doubt if
the "sport" would be greatly missed,
since only a tiny privileged minority
actually indulge in the activity. Further,

‘l.

not everything can be justified on the
grounds of tradition. As we'all know,
slavery was once considered an integral
part of British tradition, but once the
gross immorality of the practice was
fully acknowledged it was abolished -
but not without a fight. Now, we're
fighting to remove this disgusting blot on
our national culture once and for all!"

Hunter: "Yes, well, I can't stand here
arguing all day ..... .."

The arguments against hunting are, of
course, endless! '

\‘\I“"'-II. "THE HUN
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The very nature of sabotaging hunts
often makes violence an occupational
hazard. In preventing hunters from
spilling animal blood, they sometimes
demand our own. Although we do our
utmost to avoid any violent
confrontations it still remains it
possibility, so remember the rules.

___Always stick together in a group.

_Never allow anyone to be singled out.

____Never threaten a hunt supporter -
they're

just not worth arguing with.

__Try to talk reasonably without
arguing.

_Try to avoid running as this seems to
encourage pursuit. Maybe it -reminds
them of ‘the hunt’.

___It's worth remembering that hunt
heavies

are usually (but not always!) reluctant
to attack women. So women _are often in a

better position to calm things down.
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___In South Wales, the Police have not
shown too much concern with hunting or
with sabotage over the past three years.
However, they are occasionally called
upon to show a presence, and in such
cases it is better for us to try and create
positive relations with them. This may
not always be possible of course. Under
the new “public order" law, saboteurs
have been suffering the whims of some
police forces. It is useful, therefore, to
be armed with a small amount of legal
knowledge in order to curb the worst
excesses:

1) Irespass.
This is a g_i_y_i_l offence, and is |]_g_t_l]_i_i1g

to do with the police. They may ask you
to leave, but you may choose whether to
comply or not. Likewise, the landowner
may ask you to leave, but if you refuse
they may use reasonable force to remove
you.
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These are the two common catch-all
offences used by the p0|iC¢ against sabs.
Many police forces see sabotage of hunts
as constituting an offence under these
laws (i.e. the use of horns and sprays.) If
so, your best defence is to steer clear of
the police. Basically, if you don't want to
be arrested keep running. (most
policemen are unfit and will give up
chasing youl). If you are arrested, then
contact the HSA. "

3) 
The police often ask sabs for their

names and addresses. Unless they have
 4np£m that you have
commited a criminal offence (i.e. not
trespass), you do not have to give it to
them. (N.B. looking like a ‘hippy' does
not constitute reasonable suspicion!)
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4) 
If you are arrested, the guy thing

you should tell the police is your name,
address and date of birth. They'll ask for
other details - you don't have to give any.

Secondly, they'll ask you to make a
statement] do an interview! answer some
qflfislifltw  mmt This
is an attempt to gather evidence to
convict you. The best policy is to say
nothing. It's no use thinking you've got
nothing to hide or that you've done
nothing wrong - they have _much
experience in turning your words into a
confession.

Despite all this, it's worth
remembering that few saboteurs have
been arrested in South Wales, so don't let
this put you off sabbing!
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__Come prepared! _
Warm and comfortable clothing

accompanied by a suitable coat and stout
boots are advisable. _
_Avoid wearing bright clothing so as not
to draw attention to yourself or distract
wild animals. _ _
__Most hunts last 4-6 h_0l1l'$. $0 Ii 15
advisable to bring something to eat and
drink during the day.
_lt's often handy to have a camera
available, to take photo's of hunts killing
or of hunt violence. However, many
hunters and supporters may have
different ideas. 5° d°"'l bring 3"
expensive one just in case!
___Binoculars can often be useful.
especially over hilly and open land.

BLOODSPORTS AND THE LAW.

The philosophies surrounding
bloodsports are all basically the same.
However, there is a clear division
between those that are "legal" and those
that are "illegal".

 .
I) Eozt_l;iII_Ii.tjria.

The most traditional of all bloodsports,
hunting on average twice a week between
August and April.
2)Harg Hunting,

Most often called Beagling, though
sometimes packs of basset hounds or
harriers are used. These huntsman follow
on foot. Found in mainly flatter areas of
Wales such as the Vale of Glamorgan, the
Wentlooge Levels and Monmouthshire.
3)§tag Hunting,

On horseback with hounds. Only four
stag hunts are to be found in Britain,
none of which are in Wales.
4) 

A summertime activity for those
hunters who can't last 5 months without
killing. Took over when otter hunting was
outlawed in 1978. In S. Wales we have 2
mink hunts.
5) 

Greyhounds and lurchers are used to
chase and kill hares. In the name of
‘sport’, the hares are beaten towards an
enclosed arena where they are given a
head start before two dogs are set after
them. Are some small coursing clubs in
S.Wales, but they try to operate in
secrecy.
6)fIjgrri;r Work,

An informal bloodsport -' widespread
throughout S. Wales. All's that needed
are some terriers and a spade. Foxes and
rabbits are the principal targets . The
terriers are sent into the earths or
warrens to flush out the quarry.
7) Qrguse fihggtjng,

Relatively small scale, but there are
still a few grouse moors in S.Wales,
mainly Monniouthshire. To maintain
grouse populations predators are
ruthlessly exterminated. _
8) iflmwa
_ Woodland copses are kept for the
purposes of shooting, and again all
preditory animals are eradicated.
9) , _

Takes place in coastal estuaries, such
as Wentwortli and Caldicot.
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10) K.0.ll£l].S.|].9_Q.l.i.[l.£..
Not necessarily an organised ‘sport’

and probably not always legal. It is the
name given to casual shooting - usually
rabbits, foxes or birds (or basically
anything that moves).
11)El§.|.1_i.llL

The one truly popular bloodsport, but
nevertheless just as cruel as the others.
Apart from causing unnecessary
suffering to fish, it also causes many
deaths amongst swans and other birds
and mammals through entanglement in
discarded tackle and slow lead poisoning
deaths.

I'll give you
Bloodsporls

 
l) 

This is mainly Terrierwork with the
purpose of capturing badgers. In many
cases the actual capturing and
subsequent killing is considered
sufficient, but for others the ‘capture is
only a means to an end, where the
badgers are entered into a pit or ring and
set against two or more Pit bull terriers.
The dogs also suffer horrific injuries and
often death, but the badger will always
die in the end.
2)DQg 1-fighting,

Similar to the above, but in this dogs
are set against each other and left to
fight it out.
3) 

Again similar, but in this the cocks
are_ fitted with razor’ sharp claws with
which to cut up the opponents more
easily. Quite often the winners have to be
destroyed after suffering horrific
injuries.
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